Things that **kill kids** should come with warning signs.

153 total preventable deaths in the Tampa area, between 2011-2014

108 infants died from sleep-related causes

Adults sleeping with babies raise the RISK OF DEATH 40x

#1 cause of injury-related deaths for infants is **suffocation** or **strangulation** in adult bed
32 kids 5 and under drowned

Small kids can DROWN in 20 seconds

The rate of small kids drowning has increased 83% since 2012

Kids can drown in BUCKETS, TOILETS, POOLS of any size, even a PET'S WATER DISH

13 kids 5 and under died from inflicted head trauma

CRYING is most often linked with babies being SHAKEN

HALF of kids who suffer SEVERE HEAD TRAUMA before age 5 die before their 21st birthday

Just SHAKE of a baby can KILL or injure them

Learn how to PreventNeedlessDeaths.com